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Many algorithms have recently been studied for scheduling mixed-criticality (MC) tasks. However, most
existing MC scheduling algorithms guarantee the timely executions of high-criticality (HC) tasks at the
expense of discarding low-criticality (LC) tasks, which can cause serious service interruption for such tasks.
In this work, aiming at providing guaranteed services for LC tasks, we study an Elastic Mixed-Criticality
(E-MC) task model for dual-criticality systems. Specifically, the model allows each LC task to specify its
maximum period (i.e., minimum service level) and a set of early-release points. We propose an Early-Release
(ER) mechanism that enables LC tasks be released more frequently and thus improve their service levels
at runtime, with both conservative and aggressive approaches to exploiting system slack being considered,
which is applied to both EDF and preference-oriented earliest-deadline (POED) schedulers. We formally
prove the correctness of the proposed ER-EDF scheduler on guaranteeing the timeliness of all tasks through
judicious management of the early releases of LC tasks. The proposed model and schedulers are evaluated
through extensive simulations. The results show that, by moderately relaxing the service requirements of LC
tasks in MC task sets (i.e., by having LC tasks’ maximum periods in the E-MC model be 2 to 3 times of their
desired MC periods), most transformed E-MC task sets can be successfully scheduled without sacrificing the
timeliness of HC tasks. Moreover, with the proposed ER mechanism, the runtime performance of tasks (e.g.,
execution frequencies of LC tasks, response times and jitters of HC tasks) can be significantly improved
under the ER schedulers when compared to that of the state-of-the-art EDF-VD scheduler.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the next-generation engineering systems, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) can have
computation tasks with different levels of importance according to their functional-
ities, which further lead to different criticality levels for those tasks [Barhorst et al.
2009]. For example, in avionics systems, it can be more important to guarantee the cor-
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rect executions of flight-critical functionalities (such as cruise control) than mission-
critical functionalities (e.g., capturing photos) [Vestal 2007]. Considering the increas-
ing need to execute tasks with multiple criticality levels on a shared computing plat-
form, how to efficiently schedule such tasks while satisfying their specific requirements
has been identified as one of the most fundamental issues in CPS [Baruah et al. 2010b].

To incorporate various certification requirements and enable efficient schedul-
ing of such tasks, the mixed-criticality (MC) task model has been studied very re-
cently [Vestal 2007]. In general, a MC task has multiple worst case execution times
(WCETs) corresponding to different certification levels, where higher certification lev-
els normally result in much larger WCETs. In his seminal work [Vestal 2007], Vestal
first formalized the mixed-criticality scheduling problem by considering multiple cer-
tification requirements at different degrees of confidence and studied a fixed-priority
based scheduling algorithm. Following this line of research, several studies have been
reported by considering various task and system models as well as different scheduling
algorithms [Baruah et al. 2012; Baruah et al. 2010b; Baruah and Vestal 2008; de Niz
et al. 2009; Kelly et al. 2011; Li and Baruah 2012].

Note that, in most existing mixed-criticality scheduling algorithms, when any high-
criticality task uses more time than its low-level WCET and causes the system to en-
ter a high-level execution mode, all low-criticality tasks will be discarded to accom-
modate the additional computation demands of high-criticality tasks [Baruah et al.
2012; Baruah et al. 2010b; Baruah and Vestal 2008; de Niz et al. 2009; Vestal 2007].
Although this approach is very effective to guarantee the timely executions of high-
criticality tasks, the cancellation of low-criticality tasks can cause serious service in-
terruption and significant performance loss, especially for control systems where the
performance is mainly determined by the execution frequencies and periods of its con-
trol tasks [Zhang et al. 2008]. To mitigate such effects of task cancellation in mixed-
criticality systems, several studies have been reported recently (including delayed can-
cellation [Santy et al. 2012] and bailout protocol [Bate et al. 2015]). However, none of
these approaches can provide guaranteed service intervals for low-criticality tasks un-
der the high-level execution mode.

Instead of completely discarding low-criticality tasks under the high-level execution
mode, it is possible to reduce their computation demands by increasing their service
intervals (i.e., periods). Following this idea and aiming at providing minimum service
guarantees for low-criticality tasks, in this work, we study an Elastic Mixed-Criticality
(E-MC) task model for dual-criticality systems. Specifically, by adopting the idea of
variable periods in elastic scheduling [Buttazzo et al. 1998; Kuo and Mok 1991], each
low-criticality task has a maximum period that determines its minimum service level,
which can be guaranteed offline. Moreover, each low-criticality task can have a set of
early-release points, which can be exploited by our proposed Early-Release (ER) mech-
anism to release its instances more frequently (thus improve its service levels) at run-
time through appropriate slack reclamation.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that addresses guaranteed ser-
vices for low-criticality tasks in mixed-criticality scheduling. Our contributions are
summarized as follows (some preliminary results appeared in [Su and Zhu 2013]):

— We study an Elastic Mixed-Criticality (E-MC) task model, where each low-criticality
task has a maximum period (to specify its minimum service requirement) and a set
of early-release points within the maximum period;

— We propose an online Early-Release (ER) mechanism and consider both conservative
and aggressive early-releases to improve performance of low-criticality tasks;

— We formally analyze and prove the correctness of the proposed ER-EDF scheduler on
meeting the timing constraints of all (especially high-criticality) tasks;
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— We investigate the application of ER mechanism to a preference-oriented earliest
deadline scheduler, which can improve high-criticality tasks’ control performance;

— We evaluate the proposed model and schedulers through extensive simulations. The
results show that they are very effective to enhance system schedulability as well
as to improve the control performance of both low- and high-criticality tasks with
increased execution frequencies, and reduced response times and jitters, respectively.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The closely related work is re-
viewed in Section 2. Section 3 presents a motivational example and the E-MC task
model. The Early-Release (ER) mechanism and the ER-EDF scheduling algorithm are
presented and analyzed in Section 4. Section 5 introduces a preference-oriented sched-
uler that aims at improving the control performance of high-criticality tasks. The eval-
uation results are discussed in Section 6 and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. CLOSELY RELATED WORK
The mixed-criticality scheduling problem was first formalized by Vestal in his semi-
nal work [Vestal 2007], where tasks with multiple certification requirements at dif-
ferent degrees of confidence and a fixed-priority scheduling algorithm were studied.
For sporadic mixed-criticality tasks, a hybrid-priority scheme that combines EDF and
Vestal’s fixed-priority algorithm was studied in [Baruah and Vestal 2008]. Based on
fixed-priority preemptive scheduling (such as RMS), a zero-slack scheduling approach
was studied that prevents low-criticality tasks from interfering high-criticality tasks
under overload condition, by scheduling tasks with different criticality levels based on
their priorities until their “zero slack” time points [de Niz et al. 2009].

Focusing on a finite number of mixed-criticality jobs, Baruah et al. proposed the
Own-Criticality Based Priority (OCBP) scheme, which adopts a repetitive “Audsley
approach” and, if a given set of MC jobs is OCBP schedulable, a fixed-priority ta-
ble with a given size is obtained [Baruah et al. 2010b]. The work was extended to
consider multiple criticality levels and processor speedup factor analysis in [Baruah
et al. 2010a]. A sufficient condition for OCBP schedulability was further derived via
load-based schedulability analysis in [Li and Baruah 2010b]. By first prioritizing jobs
according to EDF and then swapping adjacent low- and high-criticality jobs aiming
at executing high-criticality jobs early, a Mixed-Critical EDF (MCEDF) was studied
in [Socci et al. 2012], which was shown to dominate OCBP-based schemes with higher
schedulability ratio and reduced complexity. In contrast, the Criticality-Based EDF
(CBEDF) postpones the executions of high-criticality jobs with the objective of allocat-
ing empty time slots to low-criticality jobs for their early executions, which was also
shown to outperform OCBP in terms of schedulability of tasks [Park and Kim 2011].

For sporadic mixed-criticality tasks, an extension of OCBP was studied that has a
pseudo-polynomial complexity [Li and Baruah 2010a] and a more efficient algorithm
with reduced complexity was further proposed in [Guan et al. 2011]. More recently, an
EDF-VD (virtual deadline) scheduler was studied for dual-criticality systems, where
the basic idea is to assign virtual (and smaller) deadlines for high-criticality tasks
to ensure their schedulability in the worst case scenario [Baruah et al. 2012]. Based
on demand bound function (DBF) analysis, an extension of EDF-VD was studied that
adopts an efficient relative deadline tuning technique and can achieve better schedu-
lability [Ekberg and Yi 2012].

For multicore/multi-processor systems, several studies on mixed-criticality schedul-
ing have also been reported [Kelly et al. 2011; Li and Baruah 2012; Mollison et al.
2010; Su et al. 2013]. A comprehensive review of the mixed-criticality scheduling al-
gorithms for various tasks and systems can be found in [Burns and Davis 2015]. Note
that, most existing mixed-criticality scheduling algorithms guarantee the timeliness
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of high-criticality tasks in the worst case scenario at the expense of discarding low-
criticality tasks [Baruah et al. 2012; Baruah et al. 2010b; de Niz et al. 2009; Ekberg
and Yi 2012; Vestal 2007]. That is, when any high-criticality task uses more time than
its low-level WCET and causes the system to enter the high-level execution mode at
runtime, all low-criticality tasks will be discarded to provide the additional computa-
tion capacity required by high-criticality tasks. Such cancellations can cause serious
service interruption and significant performance loss for low-criticality tasks.

To mitigate the effects of such cancellations on low-criticality tasks, Santy et al. stud-
ied an online scheme that calculates a delay-allowance before entering the high-level
execution mode and thus delays the cancellation of low-criticality tasks to improve
their services under fixed-priority scheduling [Santy et al. 2012]. In [Bate et al. 2015],
a bailout protocol was studied to mitigate the negative impacts of mode transitions for
low-criticality tasks. Unfortunately, both the delayed approach and the bailout protocol
cannot provide any guaranteed service for low-criticality tasks when a system enters
the high-level execution mode.

Aiming at providing guaranteed services for low-criticality tasks, Huang et al. in-
vestigated schemes that allow service adaptations and determine the minimal service
guarantees for low-critical tasks in the high-level execution mode [Huang et al. 2014].
Basically, by focusing on EDF-VD scheduling [Baruah et al. 2012] and extending the
demand bound functions (DBFs) [Ekberg and Yi 2012], the main idea is to reduce
the execution frequencies of low-criticality tasks by increasing their periods instead
of completely canceling their executions when the system switches to the high-level
execution mode. A bi-level deadline scaling scheme was further studied to improve the
schedulability of tasks under the EDF-VD scheduler [Masrur et al. 2015]. Based on an
improved demand bound analysis [Easwaran 2013; Zhang et al. 2014], we also studied
the interplay between the guaranteed services for low-criticality tasks and investi-
gated their trade-offs under different execution modes in our recent work [Su et al.
2014]. Different from the existing studies [Huang et al. 2014] and [Su et al. 2014],
which focused on offline analysis, the work reported in this paper focuses on an on-
line Early-Release (ER) mechanism and its application to EDF schedulers where the
preliminary results have been reported in [Su and Zhu 2013].

3. AN ELASTIC MIXED-CRITICALITY (E-MC) TASK MODEL
In this work, we focus on dual-criticality systems where the low (LO) and high (HI)
criticality levels are denoted as ζlow and ζhigh, respectively. We consider a set of n
tasks Γ = {τ1, . . . , τn} that run on a uniprocessor system where the criticality level of
a task τi is denoted as ζi.

3.1. E-MC Tasks: Guaranteed Services for Both HC and LC Tasks
For a high-criticality (HC) task τi (i.e., ζi = ζhigh), the same as in the conventional
mixed-criticality (MC) model [Baruah et al. 2012], it is modeled with its period pi, its
LO and HI worst case execution times (WCETs) clowi and chighi where clowi < chighi . The
LO and HI task utilizations of τi are given as ulow

i = clowi
pi

and uhigh
i = chigh

i
pi

, respectively.
It is assumed that a HC task τi has implicit deadline of di = pi.

One key point of the E-MC task model is to specify the minimum service require-
ment for a LC task τi (i.e., ζi = ζlow) through its E-MC period pemc

i , which stands for
the maximum inter-arrival time for the consecutive jobs of τi. When the jobs of a LC
task τi are released regularly at its E-MC period pemc

i , its implicit deadline is denoted
as di = pemc

i . The WCET of a LC task τi is denoted as ci where its minimum utilization
is denoted as umin

i = ci
pemc
i

.
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With the focus on providing minimum service guarantees for LC tasks while ensur-
ing the high-level WCETs of HC tasks, we have the following definition.

Definition 3.1. [E-MC schedulable] A set of E-MC tasks is said to be E-MC
schedulable under a given scheduling algorithm if the high-level execution require-
ments (i.e., chighi ) of all HC tasks and the minimum service requirements (represented
by pemc

i ) of all LC tasks can be guaranteed simultaneously in the worst case scenario.

Following the notations in [Baruah et al. 2012], we define U(H,L) =
!ζi=ζhigh

τi∈Γ ulow
i

and U(H,H) =
!ζi=ζhigh

τi∈Γ uhigh
i as the LO and HI utilizations for all HC tasks, respec-

tively. Similarly, U(L,min) =
!ζi=ζlow

τi∈Γ umin
i represents the minimum utilization of all

LC tasks. Based on these notations and the schedulability condition of the EDF sched-
uler [Liu and Layland 1973], we can easily obtain the following lemma.

LEMMA 3.2. A set of E-MC tasks is E-MC schedulable under the EDF scheduler if
and only if U(H,H) + U(L,min) ≤ 1.

Note that, in the MC model [Baruah et al. 2012], a system can run in different
modes with different execution guarantees for tasks. Specifically, the MC model allows
the executions of both LC and HC tasks in the LO execution mode. However, only HC
tasks’ executions are guaranteed in the HI execution mode. From the above definition,
we can see that the schedulability of E-MC tasks considers only the worst case
scenario without differentiating a system’s LO or HI running modes. Here,
the E-MC model follows a different design principle to provide a uniform guarantee
for LC tasks on their minimum service levels and HC tasks on their high-level (and
implicitly low-level) execution requirements under all circumstances. From a different
perspective, we can also say that both models provide the same guarantee for HC
tasks while LC tasks have guaranteed executions only in the E-MC model.

3.2. E-MC Tasks: Early-Release Points for LC Tasks
The main novelty of the E-MC model is to specify a set of ki early-release points
ERPi = {pi,1, · · · , pi,ki} for a LC task τi, where ci < pi,1 < · · · < pi,ki < pemc

i . These
early-release points provide opportunities for the LC task to release its instances more
frequently than what is allowed by its maximum period and thus to improve its exe-
cution frequency at runtime. However, the early-released instances of LC tasks have
implications on system workload, which has to be carefully addressed to avoid deadline
misses (see Section 4.1 for further discussions).

For easy comparison with existing MC scheduling algorithms and to link the E-MC
model with MC task model, pi of a LC task τi in the MC model is defined as its desired
period in the E-MC model. Note that the E-MC periods of LC tasks can be much larger
than their desired periods. That is, the guaranteed service for LC tasks in the E-MC
model can be much worse than that under the LO running mode in the MC model.
However, as shown in the evaluation results (Section 6), the runtime performance of
LC tasks with our proposed early-release mechanism based on the E-MC model (see
Section 4) can be much better than that of the existing MC scheduling algorithms.

3.3. A Motivational Example
First, we consider a concrete example with four tasks, where their timing parameters
are given in Table I. Here, tasks τ1 and τ2 are HC tasks while tasks τ3 and τ4 are LC
tasks. From their timing parameters in the MC model, we can find that the task set is
schedulable under the EDF-VD scheduler, where the virtual deadlines of HC tasks can
be found as in the table’s last column [Baruah et al. 2012]. Suppose that the second and
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J(2,1)J(3,3)
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J(1,1) IDLEJ(2,1) J(2,2) J(2,2) J(2,3) J(2,3)

a. The EDF-VD schedule where the LC job J(4, 1) is discarded within the interval [12, 14].
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b. The EDF schedule where LC tasks are released according to their maximum periods.
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c. The ER-EDF schedule where the LC task τ3 releases its instances early at time 8, 16 and 24.
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J(2,1) J(1,1) J(3,2) J(2,2)

J(3,2) J(2,2) J(3,3) J(2,3) J(3,4) J(1,2)

d. The ER-POED schedule where the HC task τ1 completes early at time 6 and 29.

Fig. 1: Different Schedules for the example E-MC task set within the interval [0, 30];
The arrows indicate the arrivals of task instances, and J(i, j) denotes the jth job of τi.

For both MC and E-MC Models E-MC Model only EDF-VD
ζi ci pi pemc

i ERPi Virtual Deadline
τ1 ζhigh {4,10} 25 - - 13.85
τ2 ζhigh {2,4} 10 - - 5.54
τ3 ζlow 2 8 16 {8} -
τ4 ζlow 3 30 40 {30} -

Table I: An Example Task Set

third instances (i.e., jobs) of the HC task τ2 take its high-level WCET chigh2 while other
HC jobs take their corresponding low-level WCETs. The EDF-VD schedule of the task
set within the interval [0, 30] is shown in Figure 1a. Here, the HC job J(2, 2) does not
complete its execution after running for its low-level WCET at time 12 and thus causes
the system to enter the HI execution mode. Hence, under the EDF-VD scheduler, the
active LC job J(4, 1) is discarded within the interval [12, 14] [Baruah et al. 2012], which
leads to service interruption for the LC task τ4 during its first period.

Note that, there is U(H,H) + U(L,L) > 1 for the example task set. Therefore, un-
der the condition that HC tasks’ high-level WCETs have to be guaranteed, it is im-
possible for the EDF scheduler to satisfy the desired service levels for the LC tasks
τ3 and τ4 (which are indicated by their desired periods 8 and 30, respectively) in the
HI execution mode. However, if tasks τ3 and τ4 can relax their service requirements
with their extended maximum periods (which are 16 and 40, respectively), we have
U(H,H) + U(L,min) = 1 for the transformed E-MC task set. Hence, their minimum
service levels can be guaranteed under the EDF scheduler in the worst case and the
corresponding schedule for the tasks within the interval [0, 30] is shown in Figure 1b.
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Here, we can see that there are several idle intervals (i.e., system slack) in the EDF
schedule since not all HC jobs take their high-level WCETs at runtime. Such slack can
be exploited to improve the execution frequencies of LC tasks. For instance, task τ3 can
release its second job J(3, 2) at time 8 (its early-release point) instead of waiting until
time 16 (its maximum period) as shown in Figure 1c. Here, task τ3 further releases
its third and fourth instance early at time 16 and 24, respectively. It is clear that such
early releases of LC tasks have to be managed with great care so that they will not
affect the timely executions of HC tasks in the worst case scenario.

4. EARLY-RELEASE MECHANISM AND ER-EDF SCHEDULER
Intuitively, when a LC task releases a job at one of its early-release points, extra work-
load is introduced. Hence, to accommodate the early-released executions of LC tasks
(where HC tasks are always released regularly at their periods) at runtime, the pro-
posed early-release EDF (ER-EDF) scheduler has to exploit system slack judiciously
to avoid deadline misses of other (especially HC) tasks. Note that, both the priority of
an early-released job and its reclaimable slack depend directly on the job’s deadline.
Therefore, the first and ultimately important issue in the Early-Release (ER) mecha-
nism is to determine the deadline of a LC job, should it be released early.

4.1. Early-Release: Deadline Assignments and Slack Requirements
Without loss of generality, suppose that the first j jobs of a LC task τi have arrived
regularly according to its E-MC period pemc

i . The jth job J(i, j) arrived at time ri,j
and has its deadline at time di,j = ri,j + pemc

i . Moreover, let’s assume that J(i, j)
finished its execution no later than ri,j + pi,x, where pi,x (x = 1, · · · , ki) is one of τi’s
early-release points. In what follows, we discuss both conservative and aggressive dead-
line assignments for τi’s next job J(i, j+1), should it be released early at time ri,j+pi,x.

Conservative Deadline Assignment: A simple and conservative scheme has been
discussed in our preliminary study [Su and Zhu 2013]. It assigns the deadline for any
newly arrived (including early-release) job according to a LC task’s maximum E-MC
period. That is, as illustrated in Figure 2a, if the next job J(i, j + 1) is released at
the early-release point ri,j+1 = ri,j + pi,x, its deadline will be di,j+1 = ri,j+1 + pemc

i .
The intuition behind this scheme is to have the same number of early-release points
between the arrival time and deadline of any (early-release) job of a LC task. This can
simplify the online steps with uniform handling of the early-release jobs for LC tasks.

Next, we determine the amount of slack needed Sdemd for the LC task τi to safely
release job J(i, j+1) at its early-release point ri,j+1 = ri,j+pi,x. Note that job J(i, j+1)
would need ci time units within its execution window [ri,j+1, di,j+1]. From Figure 2a,
we can see that J(i, j + 1)’s execution window spans across τi’s original deadline di,j ,
which divides the window into two intervals: [ri,j+1, di,j ] and [di,j , ri,j+1 + pemc

i ].
The first interval falls in the previous job J(i, j)’s execution window, where τi’s

time share within the interval was either consumed by J(i, j) already or has been
transformed into system slack. For the second interval, which is after τi’s original
deadline di,j , we can easily find that it has the length of pi,x. According to [Brandt
et al. 2003], this interval can safely contribute pi,x · umin

i = pi,x · ci
pemc
i

time units
for J(i, j + 1)’s execution based on task τi’s own minimal utilization. Therefore, the
amount of slack needed to accommodate J(i, j + 1) to be released at time ri,j + pi,x can
be found as: Sdemd = ci − pi,x · ci

pemc
i

.

Aggressive Deadline Assignment: The main idea of the aggressive approach is to
accommodate J(i, j + 1)’s computation demand by exploiting system slack exclusively
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a. conservative deadline assignment b. aggressive deadline assignment

Fig. 2: Different deadline assignments for the early-release job.

without utilizing τi’s future time share. That is, it does not allow the execution of the
early-release job J(i, j + 1) go beyond task τi’s original deadline di,j to avoid interfer-
ence with future jobs of other tasks. This makes the aggressive approach be more gen-
eral where it can be adopted in both EDF and a preference-oriented earliest-deadline
(POED) scheduler (see Section 5). Note that, the conservative approach works only
with the EDF scheduler as discussed next.

Here, as illustrated in Figure 2b, the deadline of the early-released J(i, j + 1) is
always set as di,j+1 = di,j , regardless of when the instance is released and at which
early-release point. Essentially, the aggressive approach requires the job J(i, j + 1) to
complete its execution by task τi’s current deadline di,j , should it be released early.
Hence, the computation demand of J(i, j + 1) has to be accommodated exclusively by
system slack with the amount of Sdemd = ci. However, we want to point out that, the
aggressive approach can only utilize those early-release points pi,x that are at least ci
units away from pemc

i (i.e., pemc
i − pi,x ≥ ci).

4.2. Early-Release EDF (ER-EDF) Scheduler
The same as EDF, the ER-EDF scheduler prioritizes ready jobs according to their dead-
lines, where jobs with earlier deadlines have higher priorities [Liu and Layland 1973].
For jobs with the same deadlines, their priorities may be arbitrarily ordered without
affecting system schedulability. We consider preemptive scheduling and ER-EDF will
be invoked when a job completes its execution or when a new job arrives. Note that,
different from classical periodic tasks that release their jobs only at their regular peri-
ods, in the E-MC model, a LC task can have its next job instance released at one of its
early-release time points once its current instance finishes the execution. Therefore,
the ER-EDF scheduler needs to be invoked at appropriate early-release points of LC
tasks as well. Moreover, the decision on whether to release a job early would demand
judicious reclamation of system slack, as discussed below.

As the centerpiece of the ER-EDF scheduler, the major steps of the early-release
decision algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1. It will be invoked at any after-completion
early-release time point of a LC task. Here, for the LC task τi, we assume that its
current job (which was released at time ri) has finished its execution on/before t =
ri + pi,x, an early-release time point of task τi. Moreover, we assume that SlackQ(t)
keeps track of the available system slack and ReadyQ(t) holds all ready jobs at time
t. As discussed in the last section, the first step is to determine the expected (either
conservative or aggressive) deadline dexpi for task τi’s next job, should it be released at
time t (line 3). Then, the amount of required system slack Sdemd for task τi to safely
release its next job at time t is calculated (line 4).

As mentioned previously, in earliest-deadline based scheduling, not all available sys-
tem slack may be reclaimed by task τi’s next job. Basically, each piece of system slack
has a size (i.e., the amount of unused execution time) and a deadline (which is inherited
from the job whose early completion gave rise to the slack and indicates its priority).
For a given job, a piece of system slack is reclaimable only if the slack’s deadline is
no later than that of the job [Zhu and Aydin 2009]. Here, for the next job of task τi,
to find out the amount of reclaimable slack on/before its deadline dexpi in the current
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Algorithm 1 : Early-Release Algorithm of ER-EDF
1: //Invoked at time t = ri + pi,x, only if τi’s current job has finished its execution.
2: Input: t, τi, pi,x, SlackQ(t) and ReadyQ(t);
3: Determine the expected deadline dexpi for τi’s next job;
4: Find the amount of required slack Sdemd; //see Section 4.1
5: if (Sdemd ≤ CheckSlack(SlackQ(t), dexpi )) then
6: //Next job of τi can be released early at time t
7: ri = t; di = dexpi ; //reset release time and deadline
8: Enqueue(ReadyQ(t), Ji(ci, di) ); //add the job to ready queue
9: ReclaimSlack(SlackQ(t), Sdemd);

10: else
11: //Set the next early-release time point for τi (if x < ki);
12: SetTimer(ri + pi,x+1);
13: end if

slack queue SlackQ(t), a function CheckSlack(SQ(t), dexpi ) is used (line 5), which will
be discussed in more detail in the next section.

If the amount of reclaimable slack turns out to be no less than the required slack
Sdemd for task τi to safely release its next job at time t, the job will be released and in-
serted into the ready job queue ReadyQ (lines 7 and 8). Then, the reclaimed Sdemd units
of system slack is removed from the slack queue SlackQ(t) with the helper function
ReclaimSlack() (line 9; see next section for details). Otherwise, if there is not enough
reclaimable slack, task τi cannot release its next job at its current early-release time
point t. In case task τi has more early-release time points, a new timer is set to invoke
the scheduler at its next early-release point (line 12).

Clearly, the number of early-release points for LC tasks has a great impact on the
scheduling overhead as well as the potential execution improvement for LC tasks. As
shown in our evaluation results (see Section 6), having a few (e.g., 4 to 6) such early-
release points for LC tasks is effective enough to improve their execution frequencies
with reasonable scheduling overheads.

4.3. Slack Management with Wrapper-Tasks
Wrapper-task has been studied as an efficient mechanism to manage slack under EDF
scheduling [Zhu and Aydin 2009]. In this work, we extend and exploit the wrapper-task
technique to safely provide the needed slack and enable LC tasks release their jobs at
their early-release time points. As there is only one active job for any task at a time,
in what follows, we use task τi to represent its current job when there is no ambiguity.

Essentially, a wrapper-task (WT) represents a piece of system slack with two param-
eters (s, d), where s denotes the slack size and d is the deadline that equals to that of
the task giving rise to this slack [Zhu and Aydin 2009]. For instance, when a HC task
τj completes its execution early at runtime with execution time cj that is no more than
the task’s high-level WCETs chighj (i.e., cj ≤ chighj ), the over-provisioned time will be
converted to be slack (chighj − cj , dj), where dj is the task’s current deadline.

All wrapper-tasks are kept in a slack queue (SlackQ). With EDF scheduling being
considered, similar to ready tasks whose deadlines represent their priorities, the prior-
ity of a wrapper-task is also determined by its deadline. Therefore, in SlackQ, wrapper
tasks are kept in the increasing order of their deadlines. In addition, we assume that
all ready tasks are in a ready queue (ReadyQ), which are also in the increasing order
of their deadlines (i.e., tasks with smaller deadlines are in the front of ReadyQ).
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At runtime, wrapper-tasks compete for the processor with ready tasks. Therefore,
when both SlackQ and ReadyQ are not empty and the header wrapper-task WTh in
SlackQ has an earlier deadline than that of the ReadyQ’s header task τh, WTh will get
the processor. In this case, it will wrap τh’s execution by lending its time to τh. When
the wrapped execution completes, τh returns its borrowed slack by creating a new
piece slack with the length of wrapped execution and τh ’s deadline (i.e., the slack is
actually pushed forward with a later deadline). When ReadyQ is empty, WTh executes
no-ops and the corresponding slack is wasted. The basic operations of wrapper-tasks
and SlackQ can be summarized as follows [Zhu and Aydin 2009]:

— GenerateSlack(SlackQ, s, d): Create a wrapper-task WT with parameters (s, d) and
add it to SlackQ with increasing deadline order. Here, all wrapper-tasks in SlackQ
represent slack with different deadlines. Therefore, the newly created WT may merge
with an existing wrapper-task in SlackQ if they have the same deadline;

— CheckSlack(SlackQ, d): Find out the amount of reclaimable slack before time d (i.e.,
the total size of all wrapper-tasks that have their deadlines no later than d);

— ReclaimSlack(SlackQ, s): Reclaim the slack and remove wrapper-tasks from the front
of SlackQ, which have accumulated size of s. The last wrapper-task may be partially
removed by adjusting its remaining size.

Slack Push-Back: Note that, when slack is generated due to the early completion of
a task, it inherits the deadline of the task and thus has the highest priority. There-
fore, such slack will most likely wrap the execution of other ready tasks and be pushed
forward (with a later deadline) [Zhu and Aydin 2009]. However, from previous discus-
sion, we know that LC tasks prefer slack with earlier deadlines so that they can obtain
more reclaimable slack for their early releases. Next, we show how slack can be pushed
backward (to have an earlier deadline) and become more reclaimable.

dxd

   xWT    yWT

xs ys

y dxd

x       y         y       xs     + s     − (d     − d    ) y        x d      − d

   xWT    yWT

y

a. Before slack push-backward b. After slack push-backward;

Fig. 3: Push slack backward to make it more reclaimable.

Suppose that, at time t, there are two pieces of slack represented by two wrapper-
tasks WTx(sx, dx) and WTy(sy, dy) with dx < dy as shown in Figure 3a. Here, the
amount of reclaimable slack at time t before dx and dy are sx and sx + sy, respectively.
If there is dy − dx < sy, for the slack represented by WTy, at most (dy − dx) units can
be consumed (i.e., scheduled) after time dx. That is, for part of slack represented by
WTy (dashed part in Figure 3a with the size of sy − (dy −dx) units), we can safely push
it backward and make that part to have the deadline of dx. After such transforma-
tion, the updated wrapper-tasks WTx and WTy are shown in Figure 3b. Although the
amount of reclaimable slack before dy remains the same, the one before dx increases to
be sx + sy − (dy − dx). If there are wrapper-tasks with deadlines earlier than dx, such
slack push-back can be performed iteratively. As shown in our evaluation results (see
Section 6), such slack push-back does provide more reclaimable slack for LC tasks at a
given time and thus improve their execution frequencies.

With slack push-back being considered, Algorithm 2 details the steps for the func-
tion CheckSlack(Q, d). Here, to get more reclaimable slack before time d, all slack
is first pushed backward (if possible) (lines 3 to 8). Then, the amount of reclaimable
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Algorithm 2 : CheckSlack(Q,d) with slack push-back.
1: Input: Slack queue with m wrapper-tasks Q = {WT1, · · · ,WTm} and time d;
2: Output: the amount of reclaimable slack Sr(d);
3: for (WTk: k = m → 2) do
4: if (sk > dk − dk−1) then
5: sk−1 = sk−1 + sk − (dk − dk−1);
6: sk = dk − dk−1; //push slack backward
7: end if
8: end for
9: k = 1; Sr(d) = 0; //initialize the amount of reclaimable slack

10: while (k ≤ m AND dk ≤ d) do
11: Sr(d)+ = sk; k ++; //accumulate reclaimable slack
12: end while
13: if (k ≤ m AND sk > dk − d) then
14: Sr(d)+ = sk − (dk − d); //part of WTk is reclaimable
15: end if

slack, including all completely reclaimable wrapper-tasks (lines 10 to 12) as well as the
last partially reclaimable wrapper-task (lines 13 to 15), is accumulated. The function
ReclaimSlack(Q, s) has similar steps and its algorithm is omitted for brevity. Inter-
ested readers can refer to [Zhu and Aydin 2009] for more details.

4.4. Analysis of ER-EDF
From Algorithm 1, we can see that the wrapper-task based slack management plays a
critical rule in the ER-EDF scheduler. Therefore, we start the analysis with the review
of two important results regarding to slack management from our existing work [Zhu
and Aydin 2009]. Then, we show that the newly added rule on slack push-back will not
cause any deadline miss either. A real-time job is denoted below as J(r, c, d), where r
is its arrival time, c the worst case execution time, and d the deadline.

LEMMA 4.1. (Lemma 1 in [Zhu and Aydin 2009]) Consider a set of real-time jobs
which can be scheduled by preemptive EDF in a feasible manner. If we replace a job
Ja(ra, ca, da) in the set by two jobs Jx(ra, cx, dx) and Jy(ra, cy, dy), where cx+ cy ≤ ca and
da ≤ dx ≤ dy, the revised set of jobs is still feasible.

LEMMA 4.2. (Theorem 3 in [Zhu and Aydin 2009]) At any time t, if every
wrapper-task is converted to a ready real-time job with the same timing parameters,
the augmented set of ready jobs can still be scheduled by EDF in a feasible manner.

Essentially, the above two lemmas state that slack management (including slack
push-forward and slack reclamation) with the wrapper-task technique does not intro-
duce additional workload to the system and thus no real-time job will miss its dead-
line [Zhu and Aydin 2009].

For the slack push-back rule introduced in this work, it will not cause any dead-
line miss either. This is formally represented in the following lemma, where the proof
follows the similar reasoning as that of Lemma 4.1 based on the concept of processor
demand [Baruah et al. 1990] and is omitted for brevity.

LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that a set Φ of real-time jobs which can be feasibly scheduled
by preemptive EDF has two jobs Ja(ra, ca, da) and Jb(rb, cb, db), where ra = rb, da < db
and cb > db − da. A new set Φnew of jobs is also feasible if the two jobs are replaced by
Jnew
a (ra, ca + cb − (db − da), da) and Jnew

b (rb, db − da, db), respectively.
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When there is no early-release of LC tasks at runtime (due to, for example, insuf-
ficient system slack), the executions of tasks under ER-EDF will be the same as that
under EDF. Define the canonical execution of tasks under ER-EDF as the one when all
tasks take their WCETs (i.e., HC tasks take their high-level WCETs while LC tasks
take their WCETs) and all LC tasks are released according to their maximum pe-
riods (i.e., there is no early-release) at runtime. From Section 4.3, we know that the
wrapper-task mechanism does not affect tasks’ executions when there is no slack recla-
mation [Zhu and Aydin 2009]. Therefore, we can easily obtain the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.4. For a set of tasks that are E-MC schedulable under EDF, there is no
deadline miss in the canonical execution of the tasks under ER-EDF.

In what follows, assuming that a set of E-MC tasks is schedulable under ER-EDF
in the canonical case, we prove that the early-releases of LC tasks at runtime will
not result in any deadline miss. Essentially, we show that the early-release jobs of LC
tasks under ER-EDF will not introduce more workload into the system than that of
the canonical case for both aggressive and conservative deadline assignments.

4.4.1. ER-EDF with Aggressive Deadline Assignment. First, for the aggressive deadline as-
signment, recall that only system slack is exploited to accommodate the computation
demand of an early-release job. Based on Lemma 4.1 to Lemma 4.3 related to the
wrapper-task based slack management, we know that no extra workload will be in-
troduced into the system when the reclaimable system slack is exploited to support
the additional execution demand of a task [Zhu and Aydin 2009]. Therefore, as long as
the amount of reclaimable system slack before a LC task’s current deadline is no less
than its WCET, the early release of a new job for the LC task with aggressive deadline
assignment through appropriate slack reclamation will not cause any deadline miss.
More formally, we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that the current job of a LC task τi completes its execution no
later than time t, which is one of task τi’s early-release time points. If the amount of
reclaimable system slack Sr(di) at time t (where di is τi’s current deadline) is no less
than its WCET ci, the early release of a new job with the deadline of di for task τi at
time t by reclaiming ci units of system slack will not lead to any deadline miss.

Based on the above lemma, we can immediately obtain the following theorem re-
garding to the correctness of ER-EDF with aggressive deadline assignment.

THEOREM 4.6 (ER-EDF with Aggressive Deadline Assignment). For an E-
MC task set with U(H,H) + U(L,min) ≤ 1, there is no deadline miss at runtime when
the task set is scheduled under ER-EDF and the aggressive approach is adopted to
assign deadlines for the early-release jobs of LC tasks.

4.4.2. ER-EDF with Conservative Deadline Assignment. In comparison, with conservative
deadline assignment, certain future time share of a LC task needs to be exploited to ac-
commodate the computation needs of its early-release jobs in addition to system slack.
Next, we show that such exploitation of future time share of a LC task is safe and will
not cause any deadline miss as well. The analysis relies on another existing result for
EDF-based scheduling: the flexible dynamic deadline technique [Brandt et al. 2003],
as given by the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.7. (Lemma 1 in [Brandt et al. 2003]) Given a feasible EDF schedule, if
a task leaves at its deadline (where it has zero lag), a new task with the same utilization
can enter the system at that time and the resulting EDF schedule remains feasible.
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From Section 4.1, we know that a LC task τi can contribute pi,x · ci
pemc
i

units of its
future time share for its new job Ji,j+1, should it be released at τi’s early-release time
point ri,j + pi,x, with the conservative deadline assignment. Essentially, this is equiv-
alent to τi leaving at its deadline di while a new task with the same utilization but a
different period pi,x arriving at the same time. Thus, according to Lemma 4.7, if the
execution of these time units for Ji,j+1 occurs between the task τi’s current deadline di
and its future deadline di + pi,x (see Figure 2a), there will be no deadline miss.

However, once job Ji,j+1 is released, the execution of its units (including τi’s future
time share and the reclaimed system slack) under ER-EDF can span anywhere be-
tween its release time and its deadline. That is, it is possible that task τi’s future time
share pi,x · ci

pemc
i

may appear before τi’s deadline di in the resulting ER-EDF schedule,
which violates the condition of Lemma 4.7. In what follows, we show that such early
appearance of τi’s future time share in the ER-EDF schedule is still safe and will not
cause any deadline miss. Specifically, we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.8. Consider a set Φ of real-time jobs that can be feasibly scheduled by
preemptive EDF. If we replace two jobs Ja(ra, ca, d) and Jb(rb, cb, d) with a new job
Jk(rk, ck, d), where rk = ra < rb and ck = ca + cb, the revised job set Φnew is still feasible.

PROOF. Note that, under EDF scheduling, for jobs with the same deadline, their
priorities can be arbitrarily assigned without affecting their schedulability. Without
loss of generality, assume that jobs Ja, Jb and Jk have the lowest priority for all jobs in
Φ that have the deadline of d. Thus, the job replacement will not affect the executions of
other jobs in Φ with deadlines earlier than or at d. Moreover, for the jobs with deadline
after d, if such jobs are released at or after rb, their executions will not be affected by
the job replacement either. Therefore, only for the jobs that are released before rb and
have deadlines after d, may their executions be affected by the job replacement.

Suppose that there is a job Jx ∈ Φ where rx < rb and dx > d. In the original EDF
schedule, if Jx is not executed within the interval [ra, rb] (i.e., its execution occurs either
before ra or after rb), its execution will not be affected by the job replacement as well.
Now, suppose that Jx is executed within the interval [ra, rb] for x time units in the
original EDF schedule (which must happen after Ja’s execution of ca units). After the
job replacement, the new job Jk needs ca + cb time units and thus will occupy Jx’s
execution time within the interval [ra, rb] for part (if x > cb) or all its units (if x ≤ cb).
However, the exact same time units after rb from the execution of Jb can be returned
back to Jx. Therefore, Jx will be executed for the same time units before d after the job
replacement, which means Jx can finish its execution before its deadline. Hence, no job
will miss its deadline after the job replacement.

Hence, we can get the following lemma and theorem regarding to the correctness of
ER-EDF with conservative deadline assignment.

LEMMA 4.9. Suppose that the current job of a LC task τi completes its execution
no later than time t = ri,j + pi,x, which is one of task τi’s early-release time points. If
the amount of reclaimable system slack Sr(di) before di + pi,x (where di is τi’s current
deadline) is no less than ci− pi,x · ci

pemc
i

, the early release of a new job for task τi at time t

by assigning its deadline as di + pi,x and reclaiming ci − pi,x · ci
pemc
i

units of system slack
will not lead to any deadline miss under the ER-EDF scheduler.

THEOREM 4.10 (ER-EDF with Conservative Deadline Assignment). For an
E-MC task set with U(H,H)+U(L,min) ≤ 1, there is no deadline miss at runtime when
the task set is scheduled under ER-EDF and the conservative approach is adopted to
assign deadlines for the early-release jobs of LC tasks.
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5. EARLY-RELEASE FOR A PREFERENCE-ORIENTED EDF SCHEDULER
The early-release mechanism discussed in the last section aims at improving the exe-
cution frequencies of LC tasks, which turns to be quite effective as shown in our eval-
uation results (see Section 6). With the increased execution frequencies, the control
performance for those LC tasks can be significantly improved. However, for HC tasks,
their execution frequencies (i.e., periods) are fixed. Therefore, to improve their control
performance, we need to consider other factors, such as delay (i.e., response time) and
jitters [Baruah et al. 1999; Enrico and Cervin 2008; Balbastre et al. 2004].

To improve their control performance, we can execute HC tasks at earlier times to
reduce their response times (delay). As the probability for HC tasks taking more time
than their low-level WCETs is rather low at runtime [Baruah et al. 2012], such early
executions of HC tasks make system slack available at an earlier time, which can be
better exploited by LC tasks. In order to execute HC tasks early at runtime, different
from EDF-VD that assigns smaller (virtual) deadlines for such tasks (with the objec-
tive to improve system schedulability) [Baruah et al. 2012], we adopt a recently studied
Preference-Oriented Earliest-Deadline (POED) scheduler [Guo et al. 2015], which is
first reviewed in the next section. Then, the corresponding early-release scheme under
the POED scheduler is investigated in Section 5.2.

5.1. Preference-Oriented Earliest-Deadline (POED) Scheduler
Basically, under the POED scheduler, real-time tasks are divided into two different
groups: the tasks that prefer to be executed as soon as possible (denoted as ASAP
tasks), and those that prefer to be executed as late as possible (denoted as ALAP
tasks) [Guo et al. 2015]. In this work, we consider HC tasks as ASAP tasks while
LC tasks as ALAP tasks. One of the scheduling principles of POED is to execute ASAP
(HC) tasks before the execution of ALAP (LC) tasks whenever it is possible to do so. For
such a purpose, the POED scheduler puts ASAP (HC) tasks at the center stage and,
whenever possible, gives them higher priorities when making scheduling decisions to
execute them early. That is, at runtime, the priorities of ready/active tasks depend on
not only their deadlines but also their execution preferences.

More specifically, when a ready ASAP (HC) task has the earliest deadline, it will be
executed immediately, the same as in the traditional EDF scheduler. However, when a
ready ALAP (LC) task has the earliest deadline, its execution will depend on whether
there are ready ASAP (HC) tasks or not. If there exists a ready ASAP (HC) task that
has a later deadline, instead of executing the earliest deadline ALAP (LC) task imme-
diately, the POED scheduler will check to see if it is possible to delay its execution by
looking ahead the (current and future) tasks within the interval between the current
time and the ALAP (LC) task’s deadline. If it is safe to delay the execution of the ALAP
(LC) task, POED will execute the ASAP (HC) task first even though it has a later dead-
line in order to better fulfill the execution preferences of both tasks. When there is no
ready ASAP (HC) task, the ALAP (LC) task can be executed immediately. With appro-
priate processing of the tasks within the look-ahead interval, we have shown that the
twisted executions of tasks with different preferences under the POED scheduler will
not cause any deadline miss [Guo et al. 2015].

5.2. Early-Release POED Scheduler
Note that, the look-ahead approach in the POED scheduler assumes that future

tasks arrive regularly according to their pre-defined periods [Guo et al. 2015]. However,
such an assumption conflicts directly with the flexible dynamic deadline technique that
assumes tasks may change their periods freely at their deadlines [Brandt et al. 2003].
Therefore, the conservative deadline assignment that exploits future task share with
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Algorithm 3 : The ER-POED Scheduler
1: Input: invocation time t; ReadyQHI(t), ReadyQLO(t) and SlackQ(t).
2: if (invoked by an Early-Release timer) then
3: Suppose t = ri + pi,x is an early-release time point of a completed LC task τi
4: if (CheckSlack(SlackQ(t), di) ≥ ci) then
5: ReclaimSlack(SlackQ(t), ci);
6: Enqueue(ReadyQLO(t), Ji(ci, di) ); //add the job to ready queue
7: else
8: SetTimer(ri + pi,x+1); //set the next ER time point if (x < ki)
9: end if

10: else if (invoked by other scheduling events) then
11: if (ReadyQHI(t)== ∅ OR ReadyQLO(t)== ∅) then
12: if (ReadyQHI(t)== ∅ AND ReadyQLO(t)== ∅) then
13: CPU is idle and corresponding slack in SlackQ(t) is consumed;
14: else
15: if (ReadyQHI(t) != ∅) then
16: Jk = Dequeue(ReadyQHI(t)); //Jk has the earliest deadline
17: else
18: Jk = Dequeue(ReadyQLO(t)); //Jk has the earliest deadline
19: end if
20: Execute Jk; //slack wrapped-execution may occur
21: end if
22: else
23: //Suppose that Jh = Header(ReadyQHI(t)) and Jl = Header(ReadyQLO(t));
24: if (dh ≤ dl) then
25: Jh = Dequeue(ReadyQHI(t));
26: Execute Jh; //slack wrapped-execution may occur
27: else
28: w = CheckLookAheadInterval(dl);
29: if (w > 0) then
30: Jh = Dequeue(ReadyQHI(t));
31: Execute Jh for w units; //slack wrapped-execution may occur
32: else
33: Jl = Dequeue(ReadyQLO(t));
34: Execute Jl; //slack wrapped-execution may occur
35: end if
36: end if
37: end if
38: end if

the flexible dynamic deadline technique cannot be applied to the POED scheduler.
Hence, in this work we consider only the aggressive deadline assignment for the early-
released jobs of LC tasks under the POED scheduler.

Algorithm 3 outlines the major steps of the ER-POED scheduler. Here, we use two
queues ReadyQHI(t) and ReadyQLO(t) to keep track of ready HC and LC tasks, re-
spectively. Moreover, the same as in ER-EDF, SlackQ(t) is used to keep the available
system slack. In addition to the normal scheduling events (such as job arrivals and
completion), ER-POED may also be invoked at any early-release time point of a com-
pleted LC task. If ER-POED is invoked by an early-release timer of a LC task τi, the
amount of reclaimable slack for τi will be checked (line 4). Note that, with the aggres-
sive deadline assignment, an early-release job for task τi requires ci units of system
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slack. If there is enough slack, by reclaiming ci units of system slack, a new job for task
τi will be released and added to ReadyQLO(t) accordingly (lines 5 and 6). Otherwise, a
timer is set for the next early-release time point of τi (line 8).

In case that ER-POED is invoked by other scheduling events, a ready job (if exists)
needs to be selected for execution. If there is no ready job (i.e., both ReadyQHI(t) and
ReadyQLO(t) are empty) for execution, CPU is idle and corresponding system slack
in SlackQ(t) (if any) is consumed. Otherwise, if all ready jobs are either HC jobs
(ReadyQLO(t) is empty) or LC jobs (ReadyQHI(t) is empty), the header job with the
earliest deadline of the corresponding queue will be selected for execution (lines 15 to
20). Note that, if there exists a piece of slack in SlackQ(t) that has an earlier dead-
line, wrapped-execution will occur [Zhu and Aydin 2009], which is not shown in the
algorithm for simplicity.

When there are both HC and LC ready jobs (that is, both ReadyQHI(t) and
ReadyQLO(t) are not empty), the header HC job that is considered as ASAP tasks will
be executed as normal if it has the earliest deadline (lines 24 to 26). However, when
the header LC job has the earliest deadline, the look-ahead interval between the cur-
rent time t and the header LC job’s deadline will be checked and see if it is possible to
execute the HC job first (line 28). Here, for brevity, the details of the function to check
look-ahead interval are not shown and can be found in [Guo et al. 2015]. The basic
idea is to consider all (current and future) jobs that have deadlines no later than dl
and map their executions within the look-ahead interval. If there is empty time slot at
the beginning of the look-ahead interval after mapping those jobs, the HC job can be
executed during the empty time slot (lines 30 and 31). Otherwise, the LC job has to be
executed immediately to avoid missing its deadline (line 34).

Note that, the same as in the POED scheduler [Guo et al. 2015], the early execution
of HC (ASAP) tasks under ER-POED happens only when such execution can be safely
performed. Moreover, with the aggressive deadline assignment, only system slack is
exploited to accommodate the computation requirement of an early-release job of a
LC task under ER-POED, which will not disturb the executions of (current and future)
jobs within the look-ahead intervals. Therefore, following the same reasoning as in Sec-
tion 4 and based on the results in [Guo et al. 2015], we can get that the early-released
jobs under ER-POED will not cause any deadline miss since slack reclamation with
the wrapper-task based slack management does not introduce additional workload to
the system [Zhu and Aydin 2009].

5.3. An Example Execution of ER-POED
For the example task set shown in Table I, Figure 1(d) illustrates the ER-POED sched-
ule within the interval [0, 30). Here, for the HC task τ1 that is executed ASAP in the
ER-POED schedule, its jobs J(1, 1) and J(1, 2) finish their executions at times 6 and
29, respectively. In comparison, in the ER-EDF schedule as shown in Figure 1(c), these
jobs finish at times 8 and 30, respectively. Therefore, the execution of HC tasks can be
performed at earlier times in the ER-POED schedule, which can reduce the response
times (delay) for such tasks and thus improve their control performance.

Moreover, considering the LC task τ3, it releases four task instances within the in-
terval in the ER-POED schedule, which is the same as that in the ER-EDF schedule.
However, its jobs J(3, 2) and J(3, 4) are released early with deadlines of 16 and 32 in
the ER-POED schedule (with aggressive deadline assignment), respectively. In com-
parison, these two jobs are assigned deadlines of 24 and 40 in the ER-EDF schedule
that adopts the conservative deadline assignment. Therefore, by executing HC tasks
at earlier times, ER-POED not only improves the control performance of HC tasks
but also enables LC tasks more efficiently exploit system slack, which can potentially
improve LC tasks’ control performance as well.
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6. EVALUATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed E-MC model and early-release sched-
ulers on improving execution frequencies for LC tasks and reducing response times
and jitters for HC tasks through extensive simulations. In addition to the ER-EDF
and ER-POED schedulers, for comparison, we implemented two state-of-the-art MC
schedulers: EDF-VD [Baruah et al. 2012] and adaptive EDF-VD [Huang et al. 2014].

Here, the EDF-VD scheduler utilizes a virtual deadline factor x for HC tasks to
improve system schedulability. In the adaptive EDF-VD scheduler, for a given virtual
deadline factor x, a scaling factor y is assigned for LC tasks to determine their high-
level periods (and thus degraded service levels). When the system enters the high-level
execution mode due to any HC task running for more time than its low-level WCET,
EDF-VD discards all currently active (and future arriving) LC tasks [Baruah et al.
2012] while the adaptive EDF-VD allows LC tasks execute according to their high-
level periods (which is y times of their MC periods) [Huang et al. 2014]. It is assumed
that the system returns back to the normal (low-level) execution mode only when the
system becomes idle (i.e., when there is no ready task in the queue).

Both EDF-VD schedulers adopts the conventional MC task models. For fair compar-
ison, as described below, we obtain E-MC tasks from MC tasks by assigning the E-MC
periods and early-release points for LC tasks while keeping HC tasks and the WCETs
of LC tasks unchanged. That is, under the condition that all schedulers guarantee the
same executions of HC tasks, we evaluate how our proposed schedulers can improve
the execution performance of both LC and HC tasks.

6.1. Experiment Settings
As it is difficult to obtain the mixed-criticality applications in real systems, we evaluate
our algorithms using synthetic tasks, which are generated based on a similar method-
ology as adopted in [Guan et al. 2011; Li and Baruah 2012]. Here, we first describe
the parameters (and their ranges) used in the task generation process. The parame-
ter Prob(HI) denotes the probability of a generated task τi being a HC task, which is
used to control the workload mixture of HC/LC tasks in the system. A larger Prob(HI)
indicates that there is more HC tasks in the system and vice versa.

The periods of tasks are generated uniformly within the range of [50, 200] (time
units). The utilization of a task τi is uniformly generated within the range [0.05, 0.15].
If the task τi is a LC task, the number represents its normal utilization ui. Other-
wise, when τi is a HC task, the number is τi’s high-level utilization uhigh

i . The low-level
utilizations ulow

i of a HC task τi is further obtained from a high-to-low execution ra-
tio Z, which is uniformly generated within a given range. The WCETs of a task are
obtained from its period and utilizations accordingly. The number of tasks in a given
task set and the system load are controlled by a utilization bound Ubound, which is the
larger of high-criticality utilization U(H,H) of HC tasks and low-criticality utilization
U(H,L) + U(L,L) of all tasks [Baruah et al. 2012]. For a task set with a given setting
of Ubound, tasks are repeatedly generated and added to the task set until Ubound is met.

Once a MC task set is obtained, we derive the corresponding E-MC task set by ex-
tending LC tasks’ desired periods with a factor η to get their E-MC periods. Finally, k
early release points of LC tasks are generated within their E-MC periods.

6.2. Minimum Services (E-MC Periods) of LC Tasks and Acceptance Ratio
First, we evaluate how E-MC periods of LC tasks can be exploited to enhance the
schedulability of a task system. Figure 4 shows the acceptance ratio, which is the num-
ber of schedulable task sets over total number of task sets generated, under different
scheduling algorithms when Ubound varies within the range of [0.4, 1.3]. Here, we con-
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Fig. 4: Acceptance ratio of schedulable task sets; Prob(HI) = 0.5;

sider balanced HC/LC workload and set Prob(HI) = 0.5. For each data point, 1000 task
sets are generated. The results for EDF-VD are in line with what has been reported
in [Baruah et al. 2012], where more task sets can be schedulable when the high-to-low
execution ratio for HC tasks is relatively larger.

The acceptance ratio of the transformed E-MC task sets (obtained by having the
E-MC period for a LC task τi as η times of its desired period, pemc

i = η · pi) under ER-
EDF is denoted by ER-EDF:η. Here, we can see that, if the periods of LC tasks can be
extended to 3 times, the number of schedulable task sets under ER-EDF becomes even
more than that of EDF-VD. That is, compared to that of MC task sets under EDF-VD,
by moderately extending LC tasks’ maximum E-MC periods as three times of their
desired MC periods (i.e., η = 3), significantly more task sets become schedulable under
ER-EDF (especially for higher system loads).

The acceptance ratio under the adaptive EDF-VD [Huang et al. 2014] is shown by
bounding the scaling factor y to be 3 or 5 (which is denoted as Huang-14:3 and Huang-
14:5, respectively). Here, for a given MC task set, if the resulting scaling factor for LC
tasks’ periods is no more than the bound, the task set is considered as schedulable,
and vice versa. Clearly, to accommodate the executions of LC tasks in the HI running
mode, the acceptance ratio of adaptive EDF-VD (even with the bound of y being 5) is
worse than that of EDF-VD. However, better acceptance ratio is obtained with higher
bound on the scaling factor. In the remaining simulations, we set y’s bound to be 5.

Next, we evaluate the effects of runtime behaviors of tasks on their control perfor-
mance. Here, we introduce another parameter, Prob(clow), which indicates the proba-
bility of a HC task τi taking its low-level WCET clowi at runtime. Moreover, for each
task set, we simulate the executions of its tasks for the first 1,000,000 time units.

6.3. Effects of Early-Release Points
In this section, we first evaluate how the number of early-release points for LC tasks
can affect the control performance of both LC and HC tasks. Here, the task sets are
generated according to the following parameters: Ubound = 0.9, Prob(HI) = 0.5, Z ∈
[1, 8] and η = 2 (i.e., pemc

i = 2 · pi for LC tasks). The early-release points of a LC task
τi are assumed to uniformly distribute within [ci, pemc

i ]. Considering the fact that the
probability of HC tasks taking more time than their low-level WCETs is rather low, it
is assumed that Prob(clow) = 0.9 for HC tasks (i.e., 90% of HC task instances take their
low-level WCETs at runtime). Here, each data point represents the average result of
100 schedulable task sets.
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Fig. 5: Effects of ER points on LC tasks; Prob(HI) = 0.5, Ubound = 0.9, Prob(clow) = 0.9.

First, Figure 5a shows how the number of early-release points of LC tasks affects
their execution frequencies. Here, the Y-axis is the normalized execution frequencies
for LC tasks with the one corresponding to their desired (MC) periods being the base-
line. Note that, the executions of LC tasks are independent of their early-release points
under both EDF-VD schedulers. For EDF-VD, LC tasks can be cancelled when the sys-
tem enters the HI execution mode due to some HC tasks running for more time than
their low-level WCETs, which leads to the normalized execution frequencies for LC
tasks being less than 1. However, it is interesting to see that, for adaptive EDF-VD
(denoted as “Huang-14”), the resulting normalized execution frequency for LC tasks is
even worse than that of EDF-VD. The reason is that, although LC tasks are allowed to
be executed according to y∗pi under the adaptive EDF-VD scheduler in the HI running
mode, these additional LC tasks significantly extend the time intervals for the system
being operated under the HI running mode. This results in extended periods of time
where LC tasks are executed according to y ∗ pi (where y can be as large as 5), which
turns out to be even worse than the case of EDF-VD where the system returns to the
LO running mode sooner and executes LC tasks according to their pi.

Not surprisingly, for our proposed ER-EDF and ER-POED schedulers, the normal-
ized execution frequencies for LC tasks can be as high as more than 2 (where the con-
servative and aggressive deadline assignment schemes are denoted as “*-C” and “*-A”,
respectively). Clearly, having more early-release points results in increased execution
frequencies for LC tasks as there are more opportunities for those tasks to release
their jobs at earlier times. Having a few (e.g., 4 to 6) early-release points is sufficient
for ER-EDF and ER-POED to obtain much better execution frequencies for LC tasks
when compared to that of EDF-VD. Moreover, as the conservative deadline assignment
enables LC tasks use their future time shares and thus needs less system slack for LC
tasks to release their jobs early, ER-EDF with conservative approach achieves better
execution frequencies for LC tasks when compared to that of the aggressive approach.
As expected, by disabling slack push-back for ER-EDF with conservative approach
(denoted as “ER-EDF-C-N”), the resulting execution frequencies for LC tasks become
slightly worse. For ER-POED, it aims at executing HC tasks early and allowing them
to release system slack at earlier times. Hence, it provides better opportunities for
LC tasks to reclaim such slack and thus leads to slightly higher execution frequencies
when compared to that of ER-EDF with the aggressive deadline assignment approach.

Recall that not all available system slack may be reclaimable by a task and a LC task
can only utilize its reclaimable system slack at their early-release time points. There-
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fore, it is inevitable for the system to be idle with its unusable slack. Figure 5b shows
the percentage of system operation time being idle, where less idle time indicates that
more system slack has been utilized. Clearly, having more early-release points for LC
tasks leads to less system idle time under the proposed early-release schedulers. How-
ever, when there are only a few early-release points (i.e., k ≤ 4), it turns out that it
is extremely difficult for LC tasks with large WCETs to take advantage of their early-
release points where the early-released jobs of LC tasks with small WCETs do not
consume much system slack. Therefore, it is interesting to see that there can be more
idle time under our proposed ER schedulers even though the (average) normalized
execution frequencies for LC tasks are higher than those of the EDF-VD schedulers.
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Fig. 6: Effects of ER points on HC tasks; Prob(HI) = 0.5, Ubound = 0.9, Prob(clow) = 0.9.

Next, we evaluate the effects of early-release points on HC tasks by focusing on their
delay (i.e., average response time) and jitter [Enrico and Cervin 2008; Balbastre et al.
2004]. In the evaluation, we use the normalized response time, which is defined as the
ratio of a task’s response time (the difference between its completion and arrival times)
over its period. Similarly, the jitter of a task is defined as the ratio of the difference
between the longest and shortest response times of all its jobs over its period.

Figure 6a shows the normalized average response times (i.e., delay) of HC tasks.
First, under ER-EDF, the deadlines of LC tasks depend on their maximum E-MC peri-
ods (i.e., 2 ∗ pi), which lead to less interference on the executions of HC tasks compared
to that under EDF-VD. Hence, the resulting response times for HC tasks under ER-
EDF are better than that under EDF-VD. With more early-release points, LC tasks
have more chances to release its jobs and increase the interference for HC tasks’ exe-
cutions, which results in increased response times for HC tasks. Due to the extended
system operation time in the HI running mode and rather large high-level periods y∗pi
for LC tasks (where y can be as large as 5), the overall interference on HC tasks’ exe-
cutions turns to be much less under adaptive EDF-VD, where the resulting response
times for HC tasks are much smaller than both EDF-VD and ER-EDF.

The response times for HC tasks are significantly smaller under ER-POED due to
their ASAP execution preference, which enables them be executed at earlier times
whenever possible. Here, the delay of HC tasks under ER-POED remains almost the
same as the number of early-release points of LC tasks increases. The reason is that,
LC tasks are treated as ALAP tasks under ER-POED and their early release-release
jobs have little effect on the execution of HC tasks. The jitters of HC tasks follow the
similar patterns, which are further shown in Figure 6b.
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Fig. 7: Effects of Prob(HI) on LC tasks; Ubound = 0.9, Prob(clow) = 0.9 and k = 10.

6.4. Effects of Prob(HI) (Varying Workloads of HC Tasks)
In this section, we evaluate the effects of different workload mixtures with varying
Prob(HI), where larger values of Prob(HI) indicate that there are more HC tasks and
fewer LC tasks in the system, and vice versa. The results are shown in Figure 7. Here,
we set Ubound = 0.9, Z ∈ [1, 8], Prob(clow) = 0.9 and η = 2. Each LC task has k = 10
early-release points within its E-MC period pemc.

First, Figure 7a shows the normalized execution frequencies for LC tasks. The re-
sulting execution frequencies of LC tasks under EDF-VD are slightly worse than those
enabled by their desired periods due to their cancelled executions. Again, it can be
slightly worse for adaptive EDF-VD due to the extended periods of the HI running
mode. With the early-release mechanism, both ER-EDF and ER-POED can execute LC
tasks twice more frequently than what is enabled by their desired MC periods. When
Prob(HI) becomes very large (e.g., 0.9), the generated task sets are dominated by HC
tasks with only a few LC tasks, where the LC tasks can explore excessive system slack
and get much improved execution frequencies. However, this still results in significant
system slack waste due to limited number of LC tasks, as shown in Figure 7b.

To illustrate how smoothly LC tasks are executed at runtime, Figures 7cd further
show the normalized maximum service interval (which is the ratio of the largest inter-
val between consecutive jobs of a LC task over its desired MC period pi) and standard
deviation of their service intervals, respectively. From the results, we can see that the
execution intervals for LC tasks are limited by their E-MC periods (i.e., 2 ∗ pi) under
ER-EDF and ER-POED, which confirms that these schedulers can ensure their mini-
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mum service levels. When there are more HC tasks with larger values of Prob(HI), it
is more likely for the system to enter the HI running mode and cancel LC tasks under
EDF-VD, where their maximum intervals can be as high as 5 times of their desired MC
periods. Moreover, it becomes more difficult to accommodate the executions of LC tasks
in the HI running mode under adaptive EDF-VD when there are more HC tasks, which
results in quite larger high-level periods (up to 4∗pi) as well as maximum intervals for
LC tasks. As shown in Figures 7d, except for the cases with fewer number of HC tasks
(with Prob(HI) ≤ 0.3) where most LC jobs are not discarded and executed according to
their desired periods under EDF-VD,the executions of LC tasks under ER-EDF with
conservative deadline assignment are relatively more smooth with smaller standard
deviation on their service intervals. However, as the aggressive approach can release
jobs with quite small relative deadlines, the service interval variations for LC tasks
are relatively large. For adaptive EDF-VD, LC tasks’s service intervals can be either
pi or y ∗ pi, which leads to large standard deviation, especially for higher Prob(HI).
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Fig. 8: Effects of Prob(HI) on HC tasks; Ubound = 0.9, Prob(clow) = 0.9 and k = 10

For HC tasks, Figure 8ab show their average response times and jitters, respec-
tively, under different scheduling algorithms. As Prob(HI) increases, there are more
HC tasks and the system is more likely to enter the high-level execution mode where
all LC tasks are discarded under EDF-VD. Therefore, the response times and jitters for
HC tasks generally decrease under EDF-VD. The response times for HC tasks under
ER-EDF are better than EDF-VD due to less interference from the relatively larger
deadlines of LC tasks during executions. Moreover, with the rather large high-level
periods for LC tasks and extended intervals of the HI running mode under the adap-
tive EDF-VD, the resulting response times and jitters of HC tasks turn out to be even
better than that of ER-EDF. However, by treating HC tasks with ASAP preference and
executing them early at runtime, ER-POED achieves the smallest response times and
jitters, and thus the highest control performance for HC tasks.

6.5. Effects of Prob(clow) (Runtime Behaviors of HC Tasks)
Next, we evaluate how the runtime behaviors of HC tasks affect the performance of
the proposed early-release schedulers with varying Prob(clow). Here, we assume that a
HC task τi takes either clowi or chighi at runtime. Thus, larger values of Prob(clow) mean
that HC tasks are more likely to take their low-level WCETs at runtime, which leads
to more available system slack, and vice versa. For task systems with the setting of
Prob(HI) = 0.5, Ubound = 0.9, Z ∈ [1, 8], η = 2 and k = 10, Figure 9 shows the results.
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Fig. 9: The effects of Prob(clow); Ubound = 0.9, Prob(HI) = 0.5 and k = 10.

As shown in Figure 9a, with the early-release jobs of LC tasks, the achieved execu-
tion frequencies for LC tasks under ER-EDF and ER-POED are always better than 1
(which corresponds to their desired periods). Moreover, as Prob(clow) becomes larger,
more system slack can be expected as HC tasks are more likely to run for their low-
level WCETs, which results in more early-released jobs and increased execution fre-
quencies for LC tasks under both ER-EDF and ER-POED.

The normalized execution frequencies for LC tasks under both EDF-VD schemes
are less than 1 due to either cancelled executions or much large extended periods of
LC tasks in the HI running mode. When Prob(clow) is small, most of the HC jobs may
take their high-level WCETs and cause the system to transit to the HI execution mode,
which leads to quite low execution frequencies for LC tasks (as low as around half of
the one enabled by their desired periods). When Prob(clow) = 0.999999, the resulting
normalized execution frequencies of LC tasks under both EDF-VD schemes are close
to (but still less than) 1. The reason is that, although the probability of HC tasks
take their high-level WCETs is very low (0.0001%), once the system enters high-level
execution mode, it can last quite long with Ubound = 0.9 where the releases of LC tasks
return to normal only after the system becomes idle. Again, due to the extended HI
running mode under the adaptive EDF-VD and rather large high-level periods y ∗ pi
(where y can be as high as 5) for LC tasks, it turns out that LC tasks are executed
less frequently under the adaptive EDF-VD when compared to that of EDF-VD. The
corresponding system idle time under different scheduling algorithms can be seen in
Figure 9b, which matches the results in Figure 9a.

Figure 9cd show the response times (delay) and jitters for HC tasks, respectively, un-
der different scheduling algorithms. Clearly, ER-POED performs the best as it puts HC
tasks in the center stage when making scheduling decisions. Here, as HC tasks have
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higher chances to take their low-level (smaller) WCETs when Prob(clow) increases,
they are more likely to finish their executions earlier at runtime, which leads to re-
duced response times (delay) under all scheduling algorithms. Moreover, as the differ-
ence between the response times for jobs of a HC task becomes smaller with increased
Prob(clow), the jitters for HC tasks also decrease. As it is more likely for LC tasks be-
ing discarded with smaller values of Prob(clow) where HC tasks have higher chances to
take their high-level WCETs under EDF-VD, the reduced interference leads to slightly
better response times for HC tasks than that of ER-EDF where LC tasks are guaran-
teed to have executions according to their E-MC periods.

7. CONCLUSIONS
To address the service interruption problem for low-criticality tasks in the conven-
tional mixed-criticality scheduling algorithms, in this work, we study an Elastic Mixed-
Criticality (E-MC) task model and earliest-deadline based scheduling algorithms. Dif-
ferent from the traditional mixed-criticality task model, the central idea of E-MC is to
have variable periods (i.e., service intervals) for low-criticality tasks, where their min-
imal service requirements are guaranteed by their maximum periods. Moreover, each
low-criticality task can have a set of early-release points that allow the task to release
its job instance at an earlier time instead of always waiting until its maximum period.
We propose an Early-Release (ER) mechanism and investigate, with both conservative
and aggressive approaches being considered, its application to the EDF and POED
schedulers. We formally prove the correctness of the proposed ER mechanism on guar-
anteeing the timeliness of all (especially high-criticality) tasks through the judicious
management of system slack and the early-release jobs for low-criticality tasks.

The proposed model and schedulers are evaluated through extensive simulations.
The results show that, for LC tasks in a given MC task set, by moderately (2 to 3 times)
extending their desired periods to obtain their maximum periods, the resulting E-MC
task set becomes more schedulable under ER-EDF compared to that of the original MC
task set under EDF-VD. Moreover, the execution frequencies for low-criticality tasks
and response times (i.e., delay) and jitters for high-criticality tasks can be significantly
improved at runtime under the proposed ER schedulers, which can in turn improve
their control performance, when compared to those of the EDF-VD schedulers.
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